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Who am I?Who am I?

•• Run a small consultancyRun a small consultancy

•• Now focusing on personalisation and Now focusing on personalisation and 

Personalised TV developmentsPersonalised TV developments

•• Previously focused on innovative Previously focused on innovative 

approaches to learning through using approaches to learning through using 

new technologiesnew technologies



AgendaAgenda

•• Changing role of TVChanging role of TV

•• TV Anytime Anywhere TV Anytime Anywhere –– web TV, IPTV web TV, IPTV 

mobile TVmobile TV

•• Impact of broadband to homeImpact of broadband to home

•• New business opportunities New business opportunities -- role of role of 

communities of interestcommunities of interest

•• Implications for the Creative industriesImplications for the Creative industries



Changing Role of TVChanging Role of TV



Defining TelevisionDefining Television

•• Tele is Greek for "farTele is Greek for "far““

•• Vision is from the Latin Vision is from the Latin ““visiovisio”” meaning meaning 

““visionvision”” or or ““sightsight””

•• Therefore Therefore –– accessing visual content from accessing visual content from 

a distance through any electronic device??a distance through any electronic device??

•• But donBut don’’t get hungt get hung--up over just the up over just the ““boxbox””

in the living room in the living room 



TV is becoming more TV is becoming more 

interactive and personal interactive and personal 



Evolution of TV Evolution of TV ““on the boxon the box””

•• PassivePassive –– traditional modetraditional mode

•• InteractiveInteractive –– primarily controlled by the primarily controlled by the 
service provider service provider –– driven by digital TV driven by digital TV 
satellite and cable providerssatellite and cable providers

•• On demand and interactiveOn demand and interactive –– primarily primarily 
controlled by end user  controlled by end user  -- facilitated by new facilitated by new 
players like players like telcostelcos and broadband ISPs and broadband ISPs 
seeking new revenue streams.seeking new revenue streams.



Interactive TVInteractive TV –– Graham Norton Graham Norton 

VolleyballVolleyball

Source: Broadband Bananas Video vault



MultiviewMultiview TVTV

Source: Microsoft



Interactive TV Interactive TV –– Walking with Walking with 

beastsbeasts

Source: BBC



Push and pull technologiesPush and pull technologies



Personal digital video recordersPersonal digital video recorders



Video on demandVideo on demand

Source: Kasenna



VOD VOD –– DIY DIY …… How do IHow do I……..?..?

Source: Chaos Media Networks



VOD VOD –– language learninglanguage learning

Source: Chaos Media Networks



TV Anytime AnywhereTV Anytime Anywhere



Delivery of TVDelivery of TV--like contentlike content

•• TVTV –– broadcast and now on demandbroadcast and now on demand

•• PCPC –– streaming videostreaming video

•• MobileMobile –– streaming video and soon streaming video and soon 

broadcastbroadcast

Anytime anywhere on the moveAnytime anywhere on the move

and interoperabilityand interoperability



Web Web -- Streaming VideoStreaming Video



Mobile TV Mobile TV –– streaming videostreaming video

•• OneOne--toto--oneone

streamingstreaming

•• Orange TV Orange TV –– using using 

their 3G network in their 3G network in 

UKUK



Mobile TV Mobile TV -- broadcastbroadcast



MobisodesMobisodes

•• TV episode specially TV episode specially 

made for viewing on made for viewing on 

mobile TV screenmobile TV screen

•• Usually of short Usually of short 

duration duration -- one to one to 

three minutesthree minutes

•• e.g. Lost e.g. Lost –– 20 20 

mobisodesmobisodes several several 

minutes long minutes long 



Mobile Mobile -- video video ipodipod



Impact of broadband to homeImpact of broadband to home



Emergence of Broadband TV Emergence of Broadband TV 

to the TV (IPTV)to the TV (IPTV)



IPTV IPTV -- Personalised TVPersonalised TV

•• Every setEvery set--top box has its own addresstop box has its own address

•• Caller ID, TVCaller ID, TV--email, video conferencingemail, video conferencing

•• Personalisation is possiblePersonalisation is possible

•• Delivery of personalised interactive Delivery of personalised interactive 

contentcontent

•• Personalised advertisingPersonalised advertising

•• Use of recommendation toolsUse of recommendation tools



Differences between Web TV and Differences between Web TV and 

IPTVIPTV

•• Web TV Web TV –– streaming video via a web site streaming video via a web site ––

tends to have a more open framework in tends to have a more open framework in 

which a very large number of small and which a very large number of small and 

mediummedium--sized video producers contribute sized video producers contribute 

highly innovative niche content alongside highly innovative niche content alongside 

with offerings from more traditional retail with offerings from more traditional retail 

and distribution channels. and distribution channels. 



Differences between Web TV and Differences between Web TV and 

IPTVIPTV

•• IPTV IPTV –– tend to be a more closed, tend to be a more closed, 

proprietary TV systems such as those proprietary TV systems such as those 

present today on cable/satellite services present today on cable/satellite services 

but delivered via IPbut delivered via IP--based secure channels based secure channels 

representing a sharp increase in control of representing a sharp increase in control of 

content distribution.  content distribution.  



But this is likely to change as But this is likely to change as 

new business models emergenew business models emerge

BT BT –– ““Thousands to millionsThousands to millions””

strategystrategy



Interactive niche content will Interactive niche content will 

increasingly become more increasingly become more 

accessible via TVaccessible via TV

–– as it makes moneyas it makes money



Impact of the Long TailImpact of the Long Tail



Other applications on TVOther applications on TV



A Buddy ListA Buddy List

Source: Tom Coates



Chatting and planning via TVChatting and planning via TV

Source: Tom Coates



Subtle presence alertsSubtle presence alerts

Source: Tom Coates



Voice Communications and Voice Communications and 

AvatarsAvatars

Source: Alcatel



TV community portalTV community portal

Source: Alcatel



Avatars and emotionsAvatars and emotions

Source: Alcatel



Sharing emotions with buddiesSharing emotions with buddies

Source: Alcatel



AmigoTVAmigoTV

Source: Alcatel



Using RSS feedsUsing RSS feeds



What are RSS feeds?What are RSS feeds?

•• RReally eally SSimple imple SSynchronisationynchronisation

•• Initially used for latest newsInitially used for latest news

•• But can be used for other community of But can be used for other community of 

interestsinterests

•• Including videoIncluding video--rich contentrich content



Search engines and Search engines and 

recommendations tools will also recommendations tools will also 

impact on the TV experienceimpact on the TV experience



User generated contentUser generated content



Picture libraryPicture library

Source: Microsoft



Personal BroadcasterPersonal Broadcaster

Source: Alcatel



Personal BroadcasterPersonal Broadcaster

Source: Alcatel



PodcastingPodcasting and and BloggingBlogging

•• WebWeb--blogsblogs have turned many have turned many bloggersbloggers

into journalistsinto journalists

•• PodcastingPodcasting has the potential to turn has the potential to turn 

podcasterspodcasters into radio personalitiesinto radio personalities

•• Video Video podcastingpodcasting into TV stars!!into TV stars!!

Threat for the Creative industriesThreat for the Creative industries



Factors driving changes to the Factors driving changes to the 

TV experienceTV experience



Driving FactorsDriving Factors

•• Broadband to the homeBroadband to the home

•• New revenue opportunitiesNew revenue opportunities

•• Competition Competition –– with other mediawith other media

•• Increased awareness the TV need not be Increased awareness the TV need not be 
a passive mediuma passive medium

•• Cheaper digital technologiesCheaper digital technologies

•• Ease of publishing and broadcasting Ease of publishing and broadcasting 
(blogging, (blogging, podcastingpodcasting))



Decreasing revenues for Decreasing revenues for TelcosTelcos

European ARPUs are on a downward trajectory Source: Screendigest



Global IPTV (Broadband) ForecastsGlobal IPTV (Broadband) Forecasts



Emergence of fourEmergence of four--play companiesplay companies

•• Broadband Internet Broadband Internet –– streaming videostreaming video

•• Telephony Telephony -- analogue to analogue to VoIPVoIP

•• TV TV –– broadcast and on demandbroadcast and on demand

•• Mobile Mobile –– telephony and video (TV)telephony and video (TV)

•• e.g.e.g.
–– NTL/NTL/TelewestTelewest and Virgin Mobileand Virgin Mobile

–– Telecom Italia Telecom Italia –– Tim (mobile), Alice TV, Alice BroadbandTim (mobile), Alice TV, Alice Broadband

–– Orange/Orange/WanadooWanadoo/France Telecom/France Telecom

–– BT BT –– telephony + BT Mobile + Broadband Internet + BT telephony + BT Mobile + Broadband Internet + BT 
Entertainment (IPTV offering)Entertainment (IPTV offering)



New business opportunities New business opportunities --

role of communities of interest role of communities of interest 



Dimensions of TV Ecosystem Dimensions of TV Ecosystem 

Intertwining of:Intertwining of:--

•• SocialSocial -- passive to interactivepassive to interactive

•• EconomicsEconomics –– willingness to pay for activities and willingness to pay for activities and 

the experience (experience economy)the experience (experience economy)

leading on to:leading on to:--

•• Enhancing and enriching personal lifestylesEnhancing and enriching personal lifestyles ––
through the creation of virtual communities of through the creation of virtual communities of 

interest interest 



Home Gateway Home Gateway –– will drive will drive 

developmentsdevelopments



Trends 2003Trends 2003--20132013



Competing for peopleCompeting for people’’s time s time 

Source:



Experience EconomyExperience Economy

This is all part of the Experience Economy: This is all part of the Experience Economy: --

•• that focuses on the value generated by the that focuses on the value generated by the 

exchange experiences between partners rather exchange experiences between partners rather 

than reducing the value to the selling and than reducing the value to the selling and 

buying of products and services. Products and buying of products and services. Products and 

services are still part of the market, but services are still part of the market, but 

considered as vectors of experience.considered as vectors of experience.

•• Is important when differentiating offerings from Is important when differentiating offerings from 

other competitorsother competitors



Focus on the 4CsFocus on the 4Cs

Content



Focus on the 4CsFocus on the 4Cs

CommunicationsContent



Focus on the 4CsFocus on the 4Cs

Communications

Commerce

Content



Focus on the 4CsFocus on the 4Cs

Communications

Commerce

Content

Communities



4Cs 4Cs -- intersectionintersection

Communications

Commerce

Content

Communities



4Cs 4Cs –– melting potmelting pot

Communications

Commerce

Content

Communities

Melting Pot



Melting pot Melting pot –– new business modelsnew business models

Communications

Commerce

Content

Communities

New business
opportunities
emerge



Revenue generation opportunity Revenue generation opportunity 

through communities of Interestthrough communities of Interest

Source: Alcatel



Communities of Interest Communities of Interest -- typestypes

•• Sports, hobbiesSports, hobbies

•• LifestyleLifestyle

•• Life changeLife change

•• Professional communitiesProfessional communities

•• Friends and family (Friends Reunited)Friends and family (Friends Reunited)

•• Local communitiesLocal communities



Why communities of interestWhy communities of interest

•• ““StickinessStickiness””

•• Adds value to the experienceAdds value to the experience

•• AffinityAffinity

•• Opportunities for targeted or personalised Opportunities for targeted or personalised 

advertisingadvertising



Implications for Creative Implications for Creative 

industriesindustries



Conclusions Conclusions –– Implications for Implications for 

Creative industriesCreative industries

•• New threatsNew threats

•• New opportunitiesNew opportunities

•• Need to understand the driving forcesNeed to understand the driving forces

•• Think about what new sustainable business Think about what new sustainable business 
models will emergemodels will emerge

•• Aggregate content around communities of Aggregate content around communities of 
interestinterest

•• Be creative and develop new sustainable Be creative and develop new sustainable 
business modelsbusiness models



ResourcesResources

•• ThinkpiecesThinkpieces --

http://www.pjb.co.uk/thinkpieces.htmhttp://www.pjb.co.uk/thinkpieces.htm

•• Business Research Journal (Business Research Journal (weblogweblog) ) 

http://www.pjb.co.uk/blog.htmhttp://www.pjb.co.uk/blog.htm
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